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COMMENTS:

Quadriceps strains are common injuries that occur in sports. They are typically caused by an indirect
mechanism, such as a foreful stretching of the quadriceps muscle while the muscle is contracting. Risk
factors for a quad strain include a lack of flexibility, lack of adequate warm-up, and possible muscle
imbalances. An athlete will often complain of a feeling of a "pulled" muscle and have pain with palpation of
the quadriceps muscle. Any stretching or contracting of the muscle will increase pain.

The first phase of treatment and rehab for a quad strain focuses on reducing stress on the muscle to allow it
to start to heal. Crutches may be provided to help take the stress off the muscle for the first few days. The
goal of this phase is to achieve full, pain-free range of motion (ROM). Exercises often focus on ROM and
gentle stretching may be completed as well as long as it does not increase pain.

Once full, pain-free ROM has been achieved, a progression of strengthening exercises can begin to help
restore strength. The goal of this phase is to continue to maintain full, pain-free ROM while improving overall
strength. Cardiorespiratory exercises such as biking or even swimming in a pool can begin as long as they do
not cause pain.

The following protocol provides an outline of exercises that can be completed as a home exercise program
for a quadriceps strain. These are not the only exercises that may be completed, nor does each exercise
need to be completed each day. Please see your athletic trainer for an individualized rehabilitation program
that will be developed based on your injury and your own needs.

If you have any questions or concerns before or while completing any of the following exercises, please notify
your athletic trainer before continuing. Each stretch and/or exercise should be pain-free while completing. If
you notice any pain while completing any of the exercises below, please stop and notify your athletic trainer.

COMMENTS:

The following six exerciseses are stretches that should be completed prior to progressing through the
exercises. Each stretch should be pain-free and can be modified or skipped if it causes pain at this time.

Any questions or concerns relating to the stretches should be directed towards your athletic trainer.

STANDING CALF STRETCH KNEE STRAIGHT
Start by standing in front of a wall or other sturdy object. Step
forward with one foot and maintain your toes on both feet to be
pointed straight forward. Keep the leg behind you with a straight
knee during the stretch. 

Lean forward towards the wall and support yourself with your arms
as you allow your front knee to bend until a gentle stretch is felt
along the back of your leg that is most behind you. 

Move closer or further away from the wall to control the stretch of
the back leg. Also you can adjust the bend of the front knee to
control the stretch as well.  Video # VVNCZDYYG



Repeat 2 Times Hold 20 Seconds
Complete 1 Set Perform 2 Times a Day
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STANDING CALF STRETCH KNEE BENT
Start by standing in front of a wall or other sturdy object. Step
forward with one foot and maintain your toes on both feet to be
pointed straight forward. Keep the leg behind you with a bent knee
during the stretch. 

Lean forward towards the wall and support yourself with your arms
as you allow your front knee to bend until a gentle stretch is felt
along the back of your leg that is most behind you. 

Move closer or further away from the wall to control the stretch of
the back leg. Also you can adjust the bend of the front knee to
control the stretch as well.  Video # VVGUVSTYG

Repeat 2 Times Hold 20 Seconds
Complete 1 Set Perform 2 Times a Day

HIP FLEXOR STRETCH
While kneeling down on one knee, lean forward and bend your
front knee until a stretch is felt along the front hip area of the
knee-down side.  Video # VV9R6CRWF

Repeat 2 Times Hold 20 Seconds
Complete 1 Set Perform 2 Times a Day

SUPINE HAMSTRING STRETCH
While lying on your back, raise up your leg and hold the back of
your knee. Pull the leg upwards until a stretch is felt. Hold, relax
and repeat.  Video # VVXN8X37F

Repeat 2 Times Hold 20 Seconds
Complete 1 Set Perform 2 Times a Day
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SEATED HAMSTRING STRETCH
While sitting with your leg stretched out, reach forward with your
hands towards touching your toes.  Video # VV6U8J6UF

Repeat 2 Times Hold 20 Seconds
Complete 1 Set Perform 2 Times a Day

STANDING QUADRICEPS STRETCH
While in a standing position, bend your knee back behind and hold
your ankle/foot.

Next, gently pull your knee into a more bent position until a stretch
is felt on the front of the thigh.  Video # VVP237T48

Repeat 2 Times Hold 20 Seconds
Complete 1 Set Perform 2 Times a Day

PELVIC TILT
Lie on your back with your knees bent. Next, arch your low back
and then flatten it repeatedly. Your pelvis should tilt forward and
back during the movement. Move through a comfortable range of
motion.  Video # VVHBZ4XN3

Repeat 20 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day
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CAT AND CAMEL
While on your hands and knees in a crawl position, raise up your
back and arch it towards the ceiling like an angry cat.

Next return to a lowered position and arch your back the opposite
direction.  Video # VVWPCEBAB

Repeat 20 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

BIRD DOG
While in a crawling position, brace at your abdominals and then
slowly lift a leg and opposite arm upwards. Lower leg and arm
down and then repeat with the opposite side.

Maintain a level and stable pelvis and spine the entire time.  Video
# VVE7C35B7

Repeat 10 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

DEAD BUG
While lying on your back with your knees and hips bent to 90
degrees, use your stomach muscles and maintain pelvic neutral
position. Do not allow your spine to move. 

Hold pelvic neutral and then slowly straighten out a leg without
touching the floor.  At the same time raise an opposite arm over
head. Do not allow your spine to arch during this movement.

Retrun to starting position and then repeat on the opposite side. 
Video # VVD3S264Y

Repeat 10 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day
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HEEL SLIDES WITH TOWEL
While in a sitting position, place a small hand towel under your
heel. Next, loop a belt, towel, or bed sheet around your foot and
pull your knee into a bend position as your foot slides towards your
buttock. Hold a gentle stretch and then return back to the original
position.  Video # VVCZHG5RD

Repeat 20 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

HEEL SLIDES ON WALL
While lying on your back with both legs up a wall or closed door,
slowly bend the affected knee so that the heel slides downward for
a gentle stretch. Then actively return to the original position. 

To decrease friction, a towel was placed under the foot and placed
on a door that had a more smooth surface.  Video # VV6QPKFPA

Repeat 20 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

COMMENTS:

In order to progress to these next exercises, you should have full, pain-free ROM. If you have achieved this,
then you may continue to progress to these strengthening exercises.

If you are unsure or have any concerns, please speak with your atheltic trainer.

QUAD SETS
Sit down and straighten your leg and knee. Tighten your top thigh
muscle to press the back of your knee downward. Hold this and
then relax and repeat.  Video # VVAYA2UL8

Repeat 20 Times Hold 3 Seconds
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day
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QUADRICEPS EXTENSION
While seated with your knee in a bent position, slowly straighten
your knee as you raise your foot upwards as shown.  Video #
VVPMTJJBW

Repeat 10 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

STRAIGHT LEG RAISE
While lying on your back, raise up your leg with a straight knee. 
Keep the opposite knee bent with the foot planted on the ground. 
Video # VVBVU5P69

Repeat 10 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

HIP ABDUCTION
While lying on your side, slowly raise up your top leg to the side.
Keep your knee straight and maintain your toes pointed forward
the entire time. Keep your leg in-line with your body.

The bottom leg can be bent to stabilize your body.  Video #
VV4R4FB65

Repeat 10 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day
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HIP EXTENSION
While lying face down with your knee straight, slowly raise up leg
off the ground. Maintain a straight knee the entire time.  Video #
VVYXQ3QHJ

Repeat 10 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

HIP ADDUCTION
While lying on your side, slowly raise up your bottom leg towards
the ceiling. Keep your knee straight the entire time. 

Your top leg should be bent at the knee and your foot planted on
the ground supporting your body.  Video # VV2ZBYYNW

Repeat 10 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

CALF RAISE
While standing raise up on your toes as you lift your heels off the
ground. Hold this position for a second and then lower your heels
back down and repeat.  Video # VVKF4Q6LH

Repeat 10 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day
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MINI SQUAT
Start with your feet shoulder-width apart and toes pointed straight
ahead. Next, bend your knees to approximately 30 degrees of
flexion to perform a mini squat as shown. Then, return to original
position. 

Knees should bend in line with the 2nd toe and not pass the front
of the foot.  Video # VVKANC34L

Repeat 10 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

SINGLE-LEG BALANCE
Stand on one leg and maintain your balance.

Repeat 1 Time Hold 30 Seconds
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day

SINGLE-LEG CLOCKS
Start by standing on one leg and maintain your balance. Image a
clock on the floor where your stance leg is in the center. 

Then, lightly touch position 1 as illustrated with your non-stance
foot. Then return that leg to the starting position.  

Next, touch position 2 and return. Continue this all the way to
position 6. 

Maintain a slightly bent knee on the stance side.  Video #
VVSAM8NNY

Repeat 5 Times Hold 1 Second
Complete 3 Sets Perform 1 Times a Day
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